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In the Name of Ahura Mazda 

 
Greetings to all Brave Youth of Ancient Land of Iran 

 
Youth of Iran, as you are well aware, the stupidity and ignorance of the tyrannical ruling 
Mullahs has constantly been the source of decision makings that are against the interests 
of our beloved nation, and their consequences have been felt by every individual.   The 
time has come for these ignorant rulers to be brought down from power, so that we can 
take steps to save and rebuild our country.  The continuing hold of them to power will 
bring about grave danger and deeper consequences to our beloved country causing her 
rebuilding to be longer and more challenging. 
 
These oppressive Mullahs and their supporters are well aware that they cannot rule 
educated and aware people, therefore during their rule have constantly tried to promote 
ignorance and superstition in order to prevent the growth and maturity of mind amongst 
Iranians.  Fortunately, they did not succeed in this endeavor.  Children and youth who 
grew up under this government have achieved a degree of intelligence where the ruling 
Mullahs can no longer con them. 
 
You, the brave, intelligent youth of Iran are well aware what kind of ignorance is ruling 
you and your beloved country.  From your labor, and country’s natural resources, these 
oppressive Mullahs and their supporters have reached a level of wealth that has put them 
amongst wealthiest people of the world. These money-hungry Mullahs are still 
plundering the country’s wealth and have dragged you and our other belove d compatriots 
to poverty, drugs and prostitution and have deprived you from basic living conditions.  
These tyrants use all of country’s resources for reaching their goal and protecting their 
masters’ interests, so that they can gain their support and guarantee their own survival.  
The foolish actions of the Mullah’s regime have on one hand caused the hatred of 
Iranians and on the other hand have caused the enmity of rest of the world.   
 
Today, the world is determined to change the regime in Iran and is prepared to attack the 
country.  During these decisive moments, with unity and coordination, you can seize this 
opportunity and with uprising at 10:00AM on June 16th 2005, before our country is 
attacked by foreign forces, clean our country from the contaminating existence of these 
tyrant Mullahs, and bring freedom to yourself and ease of mind to the world.        
 

We wish ever increasing good health and success for you all. 
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